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CHALK, CHEESE, AND CLOTH:
THE SETTLING OF QUAKER COMMUNITIES IN
SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY WILTSHIRE*
Kay S. Taylor
University of theWest of England

ABSTRACT
The underlying geology of Wiltshire was responsible for the county's contrasting farming and
settlement patterns of the seventeenth century, and gave rise to its distinctive north-south 'chalk
and cheese' divide. These particular characteristics, which also shaped the road networks and the
location of the cloth-producing industry, played a significant role in determining the way in which
the early Quaker movement developed within the county. This paper not only places the develop
ment ofWiltshire Quakerism within the context of the county's topography but also identifies the
influence of other factors, such as patronage and the presence of other religious groups, on the
settling of the network of Quakers' Meetings.
KEYWORDS

1685, he saw the county's distinctive geology as the key factor underlying all aspects
of its life, from the siting of the major areas of settlement to the way in which agri
culture and industry developed. He believed that those involved in certain occupa
tions developed particular patterns of behaviour, and the correlation between
cloth-production and religious Nonconfonnity has been observed in many English
counties.2 This paper assesses the role of geographical factors in detem1ining
ideological allegiances and how far those factors influenced the way in which
Quakerism was settled in Wiltshire.3
The different methods of farm production employed on the southern chalk down
lands and the northern dairy pastures, which gave rise to the regional differences in
behaviour observed by Aubrey, are said to be the origin of the expression 'as differ
ent as chalk from cheese'. Land use, settlement patterns, and communications
networks have all played their part in detern1ining the way in which radical ideas
were received throughout England in the seventeenth century, and why such ideas
flourished in some places but failed to take root in others. Some of the factors that
influenced the spread of political and religious dissent appear to be readily identifi
able. The conventional view is that radical ideas tended to follow trade routes and
that, in addition to the strong links between religious dissent and the cloth industry,
there were strong links between dissent and the areas that supported Parliament in
the Civil Wars.4 The suggestion that Nonconforn1ity flourished in the west cheese
region of Wiltshire with its cloth industry, rivers, and road links, but that it was
absent from the east cheese region which, allegedly, lacked these factors will be
challenged. 5 Historians such as Alan Everitt and Henry Lancaster6 have identified
additional influential factors and concluded that the proliferation of dissent was due
to a conjunction of favourable circumstances rather than to any single universal cause.
Therefore, a range of factors, from geography, communications, and economics, to
Civil War allegiances and patronage, will be examined to detern1ine their influence
on the development of dissenting communities in seventeenth-century Wiltshire.

cloth-production, farming, organisation, patronage, trade routes,Wiltshire
CHALK AND CHEESE
In North Wiltshire... (a dirty clayey country) the Indigenae, or Aborigines, speake
drawling; they are phlegmatique, skins pale and livid, slow and dull, heavy of spirit:
hereabout is but little tillage or hard labour, they only milk the cowes and make cheese;
they feed chiefly on milke meates, which cooles their braines too much, and hmts their
inventions. These circumstances make them melancholy, contemplative, and malicious;
by consequence whereof come more law suites out of North Wilts, at least double to
the Southern parts. And by the same reason they are more generally apt to be
fanatiques ...
On the downes, the south part, where 'tis all upon tillage, and where the shepherds
labour hard, their flesh is hard, their bodies strong: being weary after hard labour, they
have not leisure to read and contemplate of religion, but goe to bed to their rest, to rise
betime the next morning to their labour.1
In these few descriptive sentences John Aubrey judged the different characteristics of
Wiltshire's resident populations on each side of its north-south divide. Writing in
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LAND USE IN SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY W!LTSHIRE
The organisation of the different modes of farming in the chalk and cheese regions
led to differences in the structure of daily life in the individual conmmnities, with
some people enjoying a degree of autonomy while others were subject to invasive
external controls.7 Although Wiltshire was a predominantly agricultural county, not
everyone living there was engaged in farming, and those who were also needed to
trade for essential supplies, or had to supplement their basic income in other ways.
Industry, mainly in the forn1 of cloth-production, cut across the agricultural north
south divide following the line of the rivers of north and west Wiltshire down to
Salisbury in the south. Industrial activities and markets, and the communications
networks necessary to service them, were all important aspects of daily life, and all
would have provided fora for the exchange of news and views. Figures 1, 2, and 3
show the location of Wiltshire within southern England; the different farming
regions and the extent of the cloth industry; and the road networks of the period
together with the main towns and villages.
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Figure 2. Wiltshire's Chalk, Cheese, and Cloth Regions

Much of the agricultural land in Wiltshire had been enclosed by the mid-1600s,
often by private agreement, either with or without confirnution in the Chancery or
the Court of Exchequer. There were exceptions to this progression on the southern
downlands, and in the north-west of the county where enclosures continued-with
some depopulation-throughout the century.9 These later northern enclosures were
created from heath and woodland, the process b1inging economic disaster to some of
the poorer inhabitants of the region. 10 Those with insecure tenures could face
eviction, and many more lost the use of the conm1on and waste lands on which their
subsistence depended. 11 The extensive rioting this triggered won some concessions
for the inhabitants but did not halt the enclosure programme, 12 and contemporane
ous Puritan conm1entators were often scathing in their condenmation of the practice
and its effects on the rural poor. 13 There was also opposition from those concerned
that evictions from smallholdings would result in a loss of tax payers, of trained men
for the militia, and of tithe-payers for the church.14 Nevertheless, an Act of
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Parliament of 1656, confirmed in 1660, converted to freehold all land forn1erly held
from the king by feudal tenure, which eased the way for such agricultural improve
ments. 15 Most of those who suffered from the effects of enclosures were people of
little wealth or status, but some propertied farmers also suffered through the loss of
co.mmon grazing rights as well as by having to pay heavier poor rates to support their
dispossessed neighbours.16
The county's nobility was most strongly represented in the southern chalk region,
with seven of the nine main noble houses having their seats here. 17 The manorial
institutions retained their influence in this area throughout the seventeenth century,
with tenant farmers being bound by regulations enforced by the manorial courts.
Thus, elite control over tenants and community practices would have been a feature
of everyday life, with the peasants usually having little choice but to conform to
locally instituted customs and practices.18 John Chandler explained the social influ
ences of the south Wiltshire lords of the manor thus:
A cottager in aWylye valley village, hemmed in by an adjacent manor house or barn
belonging to his landlord and ultimate employer, the squire, may forn1 his political and
religious views, and see his own place in the community, rather differently from a
smallholder or cottage weaver a few miles away, on the outskirts ofWestbmy, who
claimed the freehold of his dwelling, had no immediate neighbours, and was beholden
to nobody. 19
The Church also retained land in this region, and it was the policy of the bishops of
Salisbury to issue long leases for entire manors from the Church estates. This system
allowed the Church to exercise some control over its tenants, as well as to facilitate
patronage, which would have pern1eated all aspects of their lives - business, social,
and religious. This security of tenure also encouraged tenants to undertake perma
nent improvements to the land, which had led to the growth of agrarian capitalism,
and funded the agricultural revolution of the first half of the century.Z0 The settle
ment pattern here was one of compact villages adjacent to large empty tracts of land,
which remained largely open until the Georgian Parliamentary enclosures of the
eighteenth century.21 About half of the region was comprised of sheep downs, the
abode of Aubrey's hard-labouring shepherds, with three-quarters of the rest being
arable and one quarter laid to permanent grass.
In the north of the county the manorial system was in serious decay, since most of
the Crown estates there had been sold off during the sixteenth century, and by 1640
the amount of Crown land in Wiltshire was negligible. As the best prices were
achieved by splitting up the estates, many manors were dismantled and sold off, often
to the sitting tenants.Z2 Non-manorial tenancies multiplied, with the new landlords
letting out the land on annual tenancies or for terms of a few years. Where the
manors did survive their functions were limited, since copy-hold tenures were
decreasing and common husbandry did not call for much regulation.23 It was not
unusual for the self-employed dairy farming families, characteristic of this area, to be
dependent on the cloth industly for a considerable part of their incomes, the women
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and maid-servants undertaking such tasks as spinning and carding, and men doing the
weaving. 24 This integration of industrial activities into farnung and village life further
eroded the authority of the landed classes in the region,25 with the rank and file
having a greater degree of autonomy than their counterparts on the chalk.
Cloth Production

Cloth production was· of considerable importance to the county's economy, although
the social status of those involved in the industty was fluid for much of the centmy,
ranging from a few wealthy clothiers, through middle-ranking clothiers and small
independent weavers, to the semi-independent farmers and weavers. Conditions for
those employed in the industty could be harsh, and Aubrey noted, in the 1680s, that
spinners and others were kept barely alive by their meagre wages, reflecting that their
way of life 'nourished theft, sedition and rebellion'.26 Thus, he identified both the
leisured farn1ers and clothiers of the north and their downtrodden employees as
having incentives to explore radical ideas. Margaret Spufford noted that weavers
could read whilst working and so had the ability to pursue dissenting ideas and,
because many clothiers traded regularly with Reformed Europe, they also had access
to Continental books and ideas.27 Even so, she did not subscribe to the view that
there was any economic determinism for religious dissent, although she conceded
that there might be conditions that fostered it. Henry Lancaster demonstrated that
Wiltshire cloth production did offer such favourable conditions, through his exami
nation of the county's twenty parishes with the highest numbers of Nonconformists,
which revealed that most of them were satellites of the larger cloth towns.28
In common with historians of Nonconformity, historians of the Wiltshire woollen
industty29 noted the apparent correlation between the spread of religious dissent and
cloth production. This correlation with Quakerism is shown in Figure 4, which
identifies the Wiltshire parishes with a known Quaker presence in the 1670s.
While the bulk of these places was located within the main cloth-producing region,
a few in the south, and in the agricultural north-east, were clearly outside it.30
However, despite being outside the main manufacturing area, the village of Mere, in
the extreme south-west, was one of the places, identified by Daniel Defoe in the
early eighteenth century, where the cloth trade was the principal employment.31
Desptte c1a1ms to the contrary,32 the north-east comer of the county supported
flourishing communities of Nonconfornlists. The Episcopal Returns ordered by
Archbishop Sheldon in 166933 described Purton as having a Meeting that consisted of
about one hundred 'Quakers and such like fanatickes' _34 A range of contempo
raneous records, both Quaker and Anglican,35 all testify to an enduring concentra
tion, rather than an absence, of religious dissent in the east cheese region. Although
predominantly an agricultural region (see Figure 2), the area was not a rural back
water in the seventeenth century, for it was linked in to the major road networks.36
Many of the residents supplemented their incomes through links to the textile trade
and the Purton Friends numbered tailors, hatters, and glovers among their members,
while many of the women Friends there were described as spinsters.
.
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and, after the Restoration, the first Turnpike Act was passed in 1663.39 While it is
still possible to identifY the main links along the county's east-west axis, few of the
main north-south road links existed at that time. Some local north-south routes in
the forn1 of tracks, or green lanes, which would have been affected by bad weatl�er,
had connected the main cloth-producing towns to the sheep fam1s of the Cotswolds
and Salisbury Plain. However, by the seventeenth century the focus of trade and
supply had shifted, and the east-west stage-coaching routes became the preferred
trading routes, as shown in Figure 3.
The main route from London, through Reading, to Bristol and the west went
through the cheese region, passing through Marlborough and Chippenham. Access
to the north-east corner of the county was provided by the road from the north of
England via Oxford to Bristol, which passed through Highworth and Purton and on
to Malmesbury, running parallel to the Great West (London to Bristol) Road. The
only major north-south route through Wiltshire was that going from Poole through
Oxford and Coventry to the north of England. This travelled up the eastern side of
the county, passing through Salisbury and Marlborough before forking to pass
through Purton and close to Highworth.40 A number of roads converged on
Salisbury in the south-east, but there were few well-defined routes for travelling
across the vast expanse of the Salisbury Plain. Despite the lack of good north-south
links, Wiltshire's location at the gateway to south-west England made it an ideal
position to absorb radical political and religious ideas as they spread throughout the
country (see Figure 1).
Market Towns and Administrative Centres
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Figure 4. Parishes with a known Quaker Presence in Wiltshire c.

The towns that were the main centres of the Wiltshire cloth industry - Devizes,
Trowb1idge, Chippenham, Calne, Corsham, Warn1inster, and Bradford (see Figure
2) also served as market towns and stage-coaching centres, which made them ideal
places for the dissemination of ideas from across the country. Many of the larger
villages of the period, such as Bromham and Purton, were not much smaller than
some of the towns and also served as conmmnity centres for their rural hinterlands. -ll
Marlborough on the River Kennet, outside the cloth region, was the only sizeable
town in north-east Wiltshire. It was the second most populous settlement in the
county, benefiting from its position at the junction of the east-west and north-south
routes and hosting one of the greatest cheese markets in the west of England. 42
These external markets and established trading links were important to the econ
omy of the cheese region. Commodities such as cheese, butter, beef, bacon, mutton,
and wool commanded wide sales, being famous in Smithfield and other metropolitan
markets. 43 The extensive nature of such markets meant that there were constant
opportunities for those engaged in trade to be exposed to the influence of a range of
new ideas. As the country's main producer of undyed white broadcloths, Wiltshire
clothiers would have had regular contact with their Continental counterparts
through their export markets. By the mid-1680s they were able to export from
Bristol in addition to London, with markets in Scandinavia, Gennany, Netherlands,
and other parts of western Europe, as well as in the Near and Middle East, and the
New World. This international trade provided ample opportunities for contact with
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Communication Networks

Because the seventeenth century English road system was quite different from
modern networks, it is important to be aware of the contemporaneous transport links
in order to understand the interaction between the various communities within the
county, and how the local roads fed into the national network?8 These road links
would have governed all aspects of daily life, from access to the most convenient
markets at which to sell produce, to the ease - or otherwise - with which one could
attend religious meetings. The deplorable state of most of the smaller tracks and
byways of the period would have made travel difficult, even between apparently
close towns and villages. Some improvements were instigated during the Interreg
num, when surveyors were empowered to take action for mending the highways
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foreign radical political and religious groups,44 and helped to foster the nascent reli
gious networks of like-minded individuals. Although the southern worker was
largely 'protected' from such outside influences by his or her lord and master, there
was still some trade with market centres in Bristol and Wales, with the associated
opportunities for contact with radical ideas.
Malmesbury in the north and Salisbmy in the south had both been centres for the
cloth trade in the sixteenth century, although their importance in the industry had
declined by the later seventeenth century. Salisbury had fallen behind Exeter as a
major textile centre but was still ranked as the twelfth largest provincial town in the
country.45 Both these places had also developed as important centres of ecclesiastical
administration. Salisbury grew up around the cathedral to become a regional capital,
with the Archdeaconry of Salisbury embracing virtually the whole of south Wiltshire,
along with adjacent parts of Dorset and Hampshire. The Archdeaconry of North
Wiltshire, centred on Malmesbury, administered most of the county's cheese region.4 6
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scattered outposts, mainly in the north-west. The whole county was retaken by
Parliament in 1645, after which time Fairfax's forces were often in the area.

PARLIAMENT, CLOTH, AND DISSENT
The apparent independence of the dairy fam1ers, in contrast to the lingering manorial
system in the south, could help to explain why some areas supported Parliament and
others the king during the Civil Wars. In many instances, the sympathies of the local
populations during this period were linked to the stance of the local elite, as an
extension of the obligation owed to a lord of the manor. Figure 5 shows the extent
of the allegiance to Parliament in Wiltshire at that time. John Wroughton demon
strated a correlation between Civil War allegiances and religious dissent!7 which
could be associated either with elite patronage, or with a local assertion of religious
and political opposition to authority. Comparison with Figure 2 would suggest that
the people in the cloth-producing region overwhelmingly supported the Parlia
mentarians' cause, while the inhabitants of the Marlborough Downs and Salisbury
Plain stood for the king.48 However, the area which gave its allegiance to Parliament
spread further than the main cloth district, encompassing much of the north-eastern
cheese region as well as taking in the south-west comer of the county and extending
into Dorset and Somerset.49
The area of Parliamentarian support gives a better match with the distribution of
Wiltshire Quakers than that of the main cloth-producing region alone. It is, there
fore, a reasonable supposition that the ideals of many of those who supported
Parliament made them receptive to Quaker preachers after the Civil Wars. Another
old Wiltshire adage from this period declared that 'chalk is church and cheese is
chapel' and the south of the county, most of which was in the fim1 control of
Archdeacomy of Salisbury, was largely royalist. 5° However, the position of Salisbury
itself, like that of Malmesbury in the north, was ambiguous - perhaps because of
their earlier roles as regional centres of the cloth trade. The sympathies of the people
for one side or the other were often overtaken by events as, during the course of the
wars, the whole county changed hands while the fighting ebbed and flowed.
Wiltshire was largely under the influence of Parliament in the early stages, but most
fell to the king's forces during 1643-44, leaving the Parliamentary forces isolated in
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Civil War Allegiance to Parliament in Wiltshire 1642-4651

In the aftem1ath of the Civil Wars a number of the disbanded Parliamentarian sol
diers turned to a life of itinerant preaching. Some were Quaker missionaries who
were able to utilise the recently established Friends' networks, often being furnished
with lists of names, places, and travel information.52 The Great West Road, which
cut a corridor several miles wide through the north of the county, provided relatively
easy access for these itinerant missionaries to reach the cloth and dairy pa1ishes. Since
this area would have been the first port of call for most of the missionaries to Wilt
shire, it is a possible factor in the apparent association between Civil War allegiances,
cloth production, and dissent.
Yet not everyone in the cheese parishes was receptive to new ideas, and mission
aries from the north of England were often viewed as troublesome outsiders, or
worse. Many had to face hostility as unwelcome aliens, being described as 'Northern
locusts'. One observer commented that 'Our quiet west country people do Judge
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them to be men of a strang humor'. 53 Popular hostility towards itinerant evangelists
was whipped up in the pulpit, and by propaganda pamphlets that portrayed them as
little more than a band of dangerous criminals and atheists. 54 Nevertheless, Quaker
missionaries were well-received in parts of the west of England, with John Canm1
and John Audland finding receptive audiences in Bristol. Wiltshire was the main field
of labour for John Story and John Wilkinson,55 where they had considerable success,
particularly in the cheese region. However, local support for the pair, who were to
become the leading Quaker opponents of George Fox in the 1670s, led to division
and dispute within the local movement - especially in the Chippenham area - that
lasted for over thirty years.
OTHER INFLUENCES ON THE SETTLING OF DISSENT
Patronage

That numerous opportunities existed in seventeenth-century Wiltshire for the exer
cise of patronage by both secular and ecclesiastical landlords has already been demon
strated. However, patronage could also be present in many more guises than just the
obvious form of a patriarchal or dictatorial influence of a lord of the manor over his
tenants. It could be manifest through trading and business networks as well as through
the attitudes of other figures of authority. Local clergy could exert a considerable
degree of influence on their community when, for example, an energetic minister
could generate considerable support for the established Church, whereas an indiffer
ent or remote clergyman might have his flock searching for a more satisfYing alterna
tive. The populations of some rural parishes had grown rapidly to service the cloth
industry and were either too large or too distant from the parish church for it to
accommodate their needs.56 Charismatic dissenting and Nonconformist preachers
could persuade large numbers to follow their teachings, an example being the Pres
byterian minister, Simon Gawen, who forn1ed a congregation of his sympathisers
after he had been ejected from his Malmesbury living in the Restoration purges of
1660-62.57 Similarly, Benjamin Flower, who was ejected from his living in Cardiff,58
returned to his native Wiltshire as a Nonconforn1ist preacher in the Chippenham
area, where his father had been an active member of the Church during the Interreg
num.59 The Ecclesiastical Returns of 1669 stated that 300--400 people attended the
Meetings in Charlton, where the teachers were 'Mr Stubs, Mr Flower, and Mr
Hancock by turns', while 400-500 gathered to hear them preach further south, at
Horningsham.60
Dissenting communities might be persecuted to near-extinction through the
vigilance of, or owe their survival to the laxity of, a local magistrate's attitudes to
enforcing the laws. All those attending two Friends' Meetings hosted by a poor
widow, Dorothy Rawlings of Bromham, in October 1670, were reported to the
magistrate for contravening the Second Conventicle Act. The total fines imposed on
this group of nine men and women amounted to an incredible £83, but the sale
of their distrained household and personal goods raised only £54.14s, and left them
all in extreme poverty.61 Although such examples were not uncommon, local
officials were not always able to act as they wished when tackling the problem of
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illegal conventicles, and were often dependent on the support of their own social
superiors. In August 1670 the Wiltshire JP John Eyre had complained bitterly that
the lack of requested troops meant he was unable to enforce the Second Conventicle
Act:
I long since desired that some ofLord Oxford's troop of horse should be quartered at
Chaldfield,Warminster, Trowbridge, Bradford, and other places inWilts ...which was
partly promised; if it had been perfom1ed, I should have had no occasion for this
trouble, as there would be no meetings.6 2
On those occasions where Nonconformists were successfully prosecuted it did not
always have the desired effect, and the zealous efforts of a group of JPs in the cheese
region actually strengthened their resolve rather than quashing it. Justice Sharrington
Talbot of Lacock reported the defiance of the conventiclers thus:
I have been infom1ed by John Eyre ofLittle Chaldfield, HenryLong a captain of foot
inWiltshire, and Mr Comelius, each of whom are very active in suppressing conventi
cles, that the Quakers who were fined by Jas Montague and George Johnson still
despise all authority, and say they will meet.63
However, not all officials were as pro-active as Eyre and his colleagues in trying to
enforce the laws, and cultivating a good working relationship with local magistrates
or other representatives of authority could be beneficial to Nonconformists. Adam
Gouldney, a Chippenham businessman and Quaker,64 noted that Friends there were
on good ternlS with the local justices, who chose not to enforce a warrant issued
against 26 men and women for attending an illegal Meeting in 1670.65 Thus, the
support of a family of substance, such as the Gouldneys with their influential con
tacts, was often crucial for the survival of a Meeting. Without such protection, faith
ful Quakers would gravitate to those towns and villages where their activities were
tolerated, or join the emigration to America.66
In addition to any possible elite support, the ability of the local network to sustain
its members, both physically and spiritually, would have been important in the face
of prosecutions through the courts, or the hostile reaction of some local clergy and
communities. A strong network of local Meetings could raise financial stock, through
donations, to sustain those enduring persecution. Comparatively wealthy Friends
frequently provided the premises for Meetings and so bore the additional fines
imposed on the Meeting's host under the Second Conventicle Act. As the century
progressed the need for external elite support was reduced, as a gradual change in the
general perceptions of the behaviour of religious dissidents and their place in society
allowed some groups and individuals to find a degree of acceptance in many areas.67
Nevertheless, this acceptance was still qualified by some of those same factors that
.
had influenced earlier intolerance. In the decades following the Revolution of 168 8,
the High Church Tories, who were largely supported by the ordinary clergymen in
the counties, vigorously championed Anglican supremacy.68 The requirement to pay
tithes and church rates had not been affected by the Toleration Act of 1689, and
neither were the Test and Corporation Acts repealed at this time.69
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Social Pressures

Groups of families, dependants, business contacts, and friends were often closely tied
together in the networks of Nonconfonnists' Meetings. Such networks could sustain
the individual within the group, but there was also the possibility that an individual's
closest associates could challenge or impede his or her choice of religious practice. In
the 1650s and 1660s, family members or neighbours might have been swept along by
a convert's enthusiasm only to return to the established Church once the harsh reality
of persecution was felt. Equally, concerned confornung fanuly and friends of converts
might have felt the need to rescue loved ones from these 'peculiar people'. Although
the situation eased as subsequent generations came to be accepted or tolerated, there
was still opposition at times of increased public unease, such as in the wake of the
Popish Plot (1678) or the Exclusion Crisis (1679-81).70 Violent animosity flared up
against Nonconfonnists at the time of the Rye House Plot in the spring of 1683,
when fears of rebellion were rife and illegal conventicles were viewed with suspicion
as potential hotbeds of sedition.71 It is quite possible that the Cricklade constable,
Edward Saunders, used that political situation to stage a 'rescue' bid to free his wid
owed sister Margaret from the Quakers. In his official capacity, he informed magis
trates of a series of illegal conventicles she hosted over the course of the summer of
1683. All those attending the Meetings were fined at the Michaelmas Quarter
Sessions72 - Margaret most heavily as the host - but this did not persuade her to leave
the Quakers. Quite the contrary, for she continued to host Meetings into old age and
died a Friend.73
COMPETITION FROM OTHER RELIGIOUS GROUPS
The strength or otherwise of the local representatives of the Church of England in
various parts of the county was an influential factor in either encouraging or sup
pressing the establishment of alternative forms of worship. Similarly the presence of
other Nonconfom1ist groups affected the reception Quaker preachers received, and
led to competition for converts. The Civil Wars had shattered the Puritan dream of
religious unifom1ity74 and spawned a plethora of dissenting factions, none of which
developed in complete isolation from the influence of its neighbours. The period was
a time of flux, with many religious radicals sampling what each faction had to offer,
and frequently changing their allegiance, before locating their spiritual home. As a
result, many changes took place within, and between, the dissenting groups and their
leaders, before settled churches and organisations began to emerge in a recognisable
form in the 1650s and 1660s
The civil and ecclesiastical authorities were anxious to maintain social order and so
made continual efforts to stamp out dissidence in all its guises. Officials had little
incentive to differentiate between the various groups, which to the uninitiated
outsider appeared to be much the same. Confusion often arose because the bounda
ries between the different religious groups, such as those between the Independents,
Baptists, and Quakers, were less clear-cut and rigid than they became later.75 The
assortment of radicals known as Ranters, who acted on the belief that God's grace
had made them incapable of sin,76 had a small presence at Langley Burrell, near
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Chippenham, in north Wiltshire, from the 1650s, and in 1652Justice Edward Stokes
deemed them to be an immoral rabble.77 Although the Quakers were careful to keep
their distance from them, both Christopher Hill and Su Fang Ng have suggested that
the early Quakers were much closer in spirit to the Ranters than their leaders later
liked to recall.78 The use of Nonconformist labels was often intended as a deliberate
term of abuse or contempt. An example of this ploy is provided in the Quarter Ses
sions Great Roll for October 1660, when the local magistrate accused Sir Walter St
John ofLydiard Tregoze, near Swindon, of being 'a rogue and a rebel, an anabaptist
and a quaker'. 79
While some Quaker converts could be found in each of the regions, they were
most numerous on the cheese-producing terrain, with their main strongholds in the
cloth villages around Caine and Chippenham, including Slaughterford, which had a
long history of religious radicalism. Both General and Particular Baptists also flour
ished in the cloth-producing area of this region, from where they spread mainly to
the south, in which region the Independents (or Congregationalists) were also at
their strongest. Some of the more established Nonconfom1ist groups appear to have
been responsive to the preaching of the early Quaker missionaries. John Story and
John Wilkinson claimed in a letter to Edward Burrough and Francis Howgill, in
1656, that they had had considerable success among the Baptists in Trowbridge.80
The General Baptists were most strongly represented on the Wiltshire-Somerset
border around Southwick, near Trowbridge, where the growing population
employed in cloth production lacked an Anglican Church of its own,81 and whose
members enjoyed some protection from the localJP William Trenchard. Despite the
claims of the Quaker missionaries, the Particular Baptists continued as the dominant
faction in Trowbridge.82 The two groups frequently vied with each other for con
verts, but eventually settled down to a relatively peaceful co-existence within the
town.83
Presbyterian clergy were predominant among those who lost their livings in
Wiltshire after the Restoration, for failing to confonn to the re-established Church of
England. Many ejected ministers chose to stay in the county and set up their own
churches, often taking advantage of the inadequate parochial machinery in the larger
parishes, which meant that Presbyterian congregations could be found across the
whole county. Thus, geographical and industrial considerations do not seem to have
been a major factor in the siting of these Meetings, although elite patronage in the
chalk region nught have played a part. In the north of the county ejected ministers
like Simon Gawen, referred to above,84 were sustained by the continued support of
their former congregations. However, in the souili, the ejected vicar Peter Ince
received his support from the Presbyterian lords of the manor, Thomas and Robert
Groves at Donhead St Mary. As patrons of the benefice of Donhead they allowed
him access to the church there to carry on his ministry. 85 The continued nunistries of
such clergy undoubtedly generated loyalty among their former friends and congre
gations, who followed them rather than trying out other Nonconfom1ist groups.
Such competition might be expected to have been a deterrent to the establishment of
Quaker Meetings in the parishes where these men were still active. Nevertheless, it
actually appears to have generated an atmosphere of toleration for other religious
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dissidents in some places, and a few Quakers were known to meet in the conserva
tive area around the Donheads.86
The other main Nonconfornlist group, the Catholics, was largely confined to the
south of the county. As noted above, the patriarchal control exercised by many land
owners and gentry, especially from the older noble houses, could account for the
adherence of their dependent populations to the established Church, or to Catholi
cism. The Arundels of Wardour Castle were leading Catholics in the region, pro
moting and supporting a Catholic following among their tenants and dependants.
Similarly, the religious stance of a master might be instilled into his apprentices along
with their occupational training. John Davis, who was born at Amesbury near Salis
bury in about 1667, left an account of his religious experiences starting with the
infornution that he was 'apprenticed to Papists and became a zealous Papist' him
self.87 He attributed his choice of religious beliefs and practice largely to his working
and living environment. Davis later joined a household in the north of England,
where his spiritual journey continued to be influenced by his environment, since the
family doctor was a Quaker who introduced him to the works of Robert Barclay.
Even so, he initially thought that Quakers were 'foolish nlistaken people, and rather
despised than hated them'.88 After a lengthy internal struggle Davis became a Quaker
but his master's family regarded him as a Jesuit.89 The experiences recorded by Davis
shed some light on popular attitudes to Quakers towards the end of the century, and
also highlight the continuing confusion many of his contemporaries experienced in
trying to distinguish between the various branches of Nonconformist religious
practice.
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Figure 6. Parishes with a known Disswting Presence, c. 167090
The county has been divided into quarters to show the religious preferences of the
different regions. The north, mid and west Wiltshire parishes are those in the cheese
region, while the chalk region encompasses most of east and southWiltshire.
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It is evident that a range of factors influenced the settling of the various Noncon
formist groups within the county. Figure 6 shows their relative strengths in its
geographical sub-divisions from which some regional religious preferences can be
detected. While Presbyterianism flourished across the whole county, Quaker Meet
ings were more numerous in the northern parishes, the Baptist Meetings in the
western ones, and the Independents and Catholics were located mainly in the south.
However, in some cases, the presence of a faction was represented by just one
individual or family within a parish and should not be taken as proof of a settled
Nonconformist Meeting there. In addition to the small collection of Ranters in the
Chippenham area, the county had a few Fifth Monarchy Men, a politically religious
association, who saw it as their duty to eliminate any hindrances to the imminent
commencement of Christ's reign on earth.'J1 An isolated outpost of this group
continued to meet in Devizes into the 1670s, although many of their concepts had
been absorbed into Quaker thought by that time. Despite the controversy stirred up
by presence of all these dissidents, they never represented more than a minority of
Wiltshire's residents. At the time of the Compton Census in 1676, all the Protestant
Nonconfornlist groups together made up only a little over five per cent of the
county's population, while the Catholics represented less than one per cent. The vast
majority - around 94 per cent - of adults in the Archdeaconries of Salisbury and
North Wiltshire claimed to conform to the Church of England.92
THE NETWORK OF QUAKER MEETINGS
IN SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY WILTSHIRE
Geographically, the early Religious Society of Friends in Wiltshire was divided into
three main divisions. Two of these were centred on the more densely populated and
industrialised north of the county, at Chippenham and Charlcutt, while the third was
based at Market Lavington on the edge of Salisbury Plain and the chalk regionY3 The
earliest Friends' Meetings affiliated to these divisions were those settled along the
corridor of the Great West Road where, as noted above, good road links provided
easy access for Quaker missionaries.94 The county's network of roads (Figure 3) also
played a crucial role in the practical organisation and make-up of the three admin
istrative divisions. Although Devizes and Lavington appear to be relatively near
neighbours in the centre of the county, conmmnication between the two places was
poor prior to the mid-eighteenth century when the present road network was
constructed. Before then the roads were so difficult, and frequently muddy, that it
was easier to go from Lavington to Bradford or Melksham than to Devizes.
The venue for Monthly Meetings was rotated around each division to try to ensure
that travelling difficulties did not prevent each Particular Meeting's being represented
on most occasions. 95 Similarly, the venue for each Particular Meeting usually rotated
around its member parishes, and was often known by the name of one of those
parishes. For example, Kington Particular Meeting, which served an area with a
radius of about four miles, drew its members from at least five rural parishes: Kington
itself, Sutton Benger, East Tytherton, Stanton St Quintin, and Langley Burrell.
Similarly, the Purton Particular Meeting actually held most of its Meetings in
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neighbouring Purton Stoke and was supported by members from ten parishes, mainly
within a radius of eight miles.96 Thus, the actual place where a Meeting was held
often reflected its status as a geographically convenient local centre, rather than the
enthusiasm of the host's immediate neighbours. The divisional affiliations and organ
isational network of the Wiltshire Society are shown in Figure 7.
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Lavington Monthly Meeting had been established in 1678 and, despite the barrier
that Salisbury Plain represented, it grew to cover a vast geographical area as the
movement spread further south, encompassing Particular Meetings in the city of
Salisbury and its neighbouring parishes of Alderbury, Whaddon, Stapleford, and
Fovant. This expansion of Quakerism into south Wiltshire over the next decade
highlighted the problems of travelling to Meetings. The Salisbury Friends had so
much difficulty in getting across the Plain that they eventually set up their own
Monthly Meeting, in 1692.97 They might have been encouraged to assert their
independence from their distant colleagues, at that time, by the growing respect
ability and acceptance that Friends were experiencing in the wake of the 1689
Toleration Act. Even so, the Wiltshire Quarterly Meeting was increasingly unhappy
with this tum of events and eventually, in 1704, stated that:
This Meeting takes notice of it, and is doubtful that the end of their parting with
Lavington Monthly Meeting to be a Monthly Meeting of themselves is not answered,
and therefore desire that they will take the same into consideration and to joyne again
8

with Lavington Monthly Meeting, if they think fit Y

Ultimately, in 1717, the Salisbury Friends agreed to rejoin with Lavington Monthly
Meeting,99 and the Quarterly Meeting embarked on a rationalisation programme for
the all the Meetings within the county's three remaining divisions. 1 00 The stated
purpose of these reorganisations was to reduce travelling within each of the Monthly
Meeting divisions. However, the changes ignored the customary links between
market towns and their rural hinterlands and proved so unpopular with the
membership that, within a few months, all Particular Meetings had reverted to their
original Monthly Meetings. Special provision was made for the Salisbury Friends,
who were advised not to host any Monthly Meetings and permitted to attend only
such Monthly Meetings as they found convenient. 1 01
The long-tem1 solution to the problems of travelling to Meetings saw Salisbury
Friends become part of the neighbouring Hampshire Quarterly Meeting and
Ringwood Monthly Meeting. Cross-border affiliation, with Meetings in Dorset, also
solved the travelling problems of the Friends at Mere in the remote south-west of the
county. Their Meeting had never been affiliated to any of the Wiltshire Monthly
Meetings, although it was the Wiltshire Quarterly Meeting Clerk who assisted with
the registration of the Mere Meeting House with the local magistrate. Marjorie
Reeves surmised that Friends in Marlborough, seemingly similarly isolated in the
eastern part of the county, would have had closer affiliations with their counterparts
in Hungerford and Newbury in neighbouring Berkshire. 1 02 However, examination
of the Wiltshire East Monthly Meeting minute book has revealed that the
Marlborough Quakers regularly sent representatives to that Monthly Meeting and
were actively involved with the Wiltshire Society.103
While the final choice of which Particular Meeting, or even which Nonconform
ist sect, to join may well have been partly influenced by whichever was the most
convenient geographically, Friends were not restricted to attending their nearest
Meeting. Examples abound in the northern divisions of Quakers visiting, or joining,
Meetings outside their immediate area. In the 1670s and 1680s Edward Edwards, a
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yeoman of Brinkworth, was a Member of Purton Particular Meeting, five miles
away, affiliated to Wiltshire East Monthly Meeting,1 04 despite Brinkworth having its
own Meeting which was affiliated to Chippenham Monthly Meeting. It is clear that
some Friends chose to travel considerable distances for weekly worship, which
demonstrated a high degree of commitment to a specific Meeting, possibly motivated
by family ties, that outweighed convenience of access. In the 1680s a group of
Friends at Mildenhall, near Marlborough, regularly travelled twelve miles each way
to the Meeting at Purton rather than attending the one in the town.105 Although the
general travelling difficulties experienced by Friends in the Lavington and Salisbury
divisions, discussed above, were recorded in the Quarterly Meeting minute books,
less is known about the specific attendance preferences of individual southern Friends
because their earliest Monthly Meeting minute books have not survived.
Local Quaker historians, Max Greenwood and Harold Fassnidge, classified each
parish with a Quaker presence, and hosting a Meeting, as having a separate Meet
ing. 1 06 Even so, their assessment of 33 Particular Meetings for the three divisions,
plus a further dozen whose affiliations were unclear, would seem an over-estimation
of the number of settled Meetings held in the county. The records confim1 that there
was a Quaker presence in some 45 different parishes throughout the county, many of
which acted as host for their Particular Meeting, 1 07 especially in the 1660s and 1670s.
However, since it has been shown that most Particular Meetings were supported by
Friends from four or five different parishes meeting in rotation, this would account
for the discrepancy between the number of places with a Quaker presence and the
number of settled Meetings. Initially most of these Meetings were held in the homes
of individual Members, many of them eventually being registered as meeting houses
under the provisions of the 1689 Toleration Act.108 In January 1689/90 there was a
block registration of 22 premises in Wiltshire, under the new Act. 1 09 The bulk of
these early registrations were for premises in the north and west of the county, with
only five of them situated in the south. This indicates that the Society had an
effective network of settled Meetings in the cheese/ cloth region by the last decade of
the century but that, despite the presence of some small Meetings of Friends in and
around Salisbury, the movement was less widespread in the south.
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could be indicative of a three-way link between Civil War allegiances, cloth
production, and dissent. The places in which Quakerism was strongest were those
where the inhabitants were already favourably predisposed to religious or political
dissent, and some of the other dissenting factions were also present. In some cases
Quaker converts had previously espoused other dissenting notions, with missionaries
claiming to have had much success among the Baptists.
The regional differences in farming denoted by the north-south divide of the
chalk and cheese districts also had a bearing on local attitudes and religious prefer
ences, with Aubrey's observation that those on 'the cheese' were 'more generally apt
to be fanatiques' being largely borne out. Patronage was an important factor in
determining the religious choices of some of the county's dependent populations. In
various guises, it was also an essential ingredient in the survival of at least some
individual Quaker Meetings, although the repeated persecution suffered by large
numbers of Friends seems to have served to strengthen their resolve to meet and
worship as their consciences dictated. The political mood swings that vacillated from
persecution to indulgence, back to paranoia over real or apparent plots, and finally
towards (albeit limited) toleration, all influenced social attitudes towards Friends and
how they were treated by their conmmnities.
While it can be seen that the main trade routes were important for the dissemina
tion of ideas into and across the county, Quakerism spread beyond the Great West
Road, and the cloth district, into the agricultural north-east and the remote southern
comer of the county. Once the movement had established settled Meetings, it was
the road network that played a key role in detemlining the practical organisation of
the Society. The affiliation of individual Meetings to others within the movement
was largely dictated by the county's internal road systems, which governed the ease
or difficulty of travelling to Meeting venues. Thus, it was ultimately Wiltshire's par
ticular geology that dictated all aspects of county life, the soil type and flow of the
rivers detennining the type of fanning undertaken, where best to site industrial
processes, and where the roads would go. These same factors then detennined not
only how and where new ideas could be spread, but also how those that embraced
them would organise their Members.

CONCLUSION
A combination of factors appears to have influenced the way in which the network
of Quaker Meetings spread throughout Wiltshire as the seventeenth century pro
gressed. The link between Nonconformity and cloth production seems to be
supported in Wiltshire, for the main concentration of Friends was certainly to be
found in the cloth-producing areas where they were probably sustained, in part, by
trading links with sympathisers in the cloth industry both in England and abroad.
Nevertheless, the caution Spaeth advocated when linking the location of Noncon
formity to the spread of the cloth industry1 1 0 is well-founded, as Nonconformity was
almost ubiquitous - even if it was stronger in some regions than others. The
correlation between support for Parliament in the Civil Wars and the spread of
Quakerism in Wiltshire would seem stronger than that with cloth alone, although it
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